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State Department's dealing with the peoples of Latin America
during the Twentieth Century . In it there is int5ndsd no
inault to, nor offense to, the United States as a nati.~n .
The future of your country is identified with the future of
contemporary democracy . Neither does this book seek to cast
blame on the North American people -- Who, like us, are
victims of an imperialist policy of promoting business,
multiplying markets and hoarding money .'
The two copies of the Dallas Public Library
delinquency notice are being retained as part of this file,
the copy of 'The Shark and The Sardines' being returned .

July 28, 1964
By Courier Service
Honorable J. Lee Rankin
General Counsel
The President's Commission
200 Maryland Avenue, Northeast
Washington, D. C.
Dear Mr . Rankin:
In accordance with arrangements made by Mr . Arlen Specter of your
staff, Jack I.. Ruby was afforded a polygraph examination at the Dallas County
Jail, Dallas, Texas, Saturday, July 18, 1964. The polygraph examination was
conducted by Special Agent Bell P. Herndon, FBI Laboratory, Washington, D. C .
It should be pointed out that the polygraph,often referred to as "lie
detector" is not in fact such a device . The instrument is designed to record
under proper stimuli emotional responses in the form of physiological variations
which may indicate and accompany deception. The FBI feels that the polygraph
technique is not sufficiently precise to permit absolute judgements of deception
or truth without qualifications . The polygraph technique has a number of limitations,
one of which relates to the mental fitness and condition of the examinee to be tested .
During the proceedings at Dallas, Texas, on July 18, 1964, Dr. William R.
Beavers, a psychiatrist, testified that he would generally describe Jack Ruby as
a "psychotic depressive." In view of the serious question raised as to Ruby's
mental condition, no significance should be placed on the polygraph examination
and it should be considered nonconclusive as the charts cannot be relied upon.
Sincerely yours,
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